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Abstract-We extend a block version of Kaczmarz’s method with the “most violated constraint” control 
to the case of a square nonlinear system of equations without convexity assumptions. We prove a local 
linear convergence theorem and show some numerical experiences. 
NOTATION 
J(x) the Jacobian matrix of F : R” + R” 
J,(x) the Jacobian matrix of F‘, : R” + R”’ 
II.// the ?-norm of a vector or matrix 
B(x. r) the open ball with center z and radius r with respect to /I.// 
I INTRODUCTION 
Some applications require the solution of huge and sparse systems of nonlinear equations. 
Usually, the Jacobian matrix of the system will have some known classical structure (tridiagonal, 
banded, etc.) but all too often no special structure pattern is detectable in it. These situations 
have drawn attention towards methods which make no changes in the original system, perform 
no operation on the system as a whole, require access to only one component (or small group 
of components) at a time and compute each iterate from just one previous iterate. This is the 
case of most of the so called “Generalized Linear Methods” (see [ 11). The convergence of 
such methods is restricted to some conditions on the Jacobian matrix of the system. These 
conditions derive from similar conditions for the associated linear iterations. On the other hand, 
the method of Kaczmarz converges without special conditions on the matrix of the system. 
Many algorithms for solving linear systems, quadratic and convex programming problems 
and convex feasibility problems are derived from Kaczmarz’s[2] method. Censor[3] makes an 
extensive review of these methods and calls them “row-action methods”. Among these exten- 
sions of Kaczmarz’s method we could mention those of Gubin et a1.[4], Bregman[S], Gordon 
et al.[6], MC Cormick[7], Censor and Lent[8], De Pierro and Iusem[B], De Pierro[ lo], etc. 
Tompkins[ 1 I], S. F. MC Cormick[7, 121 and Meyn[ 131 generalized the method of Kaczmarz 
to handle nonlinear problems. Using a generalization of the Perron-Ostrowski theorem on the 
convergence of stationary iterative processes ([ 141)) Meyn proved the convergence of a nonlinear 
extension of the method of Kaczmarz under the cyclic control, in the sense of [3]. MC Cormick[7, 
121 considered also an “optimal” strategy which is closely related to the “most violated 
constraint” strategy which we analyze in this paper. 
In this work, we generalize the method of Kaczmarz to consider blocks of components 
instead of single equations at each iteration. The (nearly) most violated group is selected at 
each iteration and a (relaxed) projection is performed on the manifold where the linear ap- 
proximation of the group vanishes. We give a local convergence theorem and some results from 
numerical experiences which stress some advantages of this approach. 
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2. A LOCAL CONVERGENCE THEOREM 
General hypotheses 
Let F : D C R”+ R”, D an open and convex set. J continuous in D. Let F(x*) = 0 and 
let J(x*) be a nonsingular n x n matrix. We assume that there exist K. p > 0 such that 
for all x E D 
(1) implies (see [15-171) that for all U, v E D, 
IIF - F(u) - J(x*)(v - u)ll I K max {\]v - x+(l”, /Iu - x*~~“}~~v - ~~11. 
Therefore, for all x E D, 
J/F(x) - J(x*)(x - x*)1/ 5 K/lx - PII”+ ‘. (3) 
We consider the system 
F(x) = 0 (3) 
Grouping some components of F we write (3) as 
F,(x) = 0, i = 1, . . , m. (4) 
We suppose that in Fi, each component of F occurs at most once. This implies that the rows 
of Ji(x*) are linearly independent. Notice that the same component may appear in different 
groups. 
The proposed method 
We propose the following method and shall show that provided X” is sufficiently close to 
x*, it is well defined and converges. Let x0 E D an initial point, 0 < 6 (: 1, 0 < 0 s 1. For 
all k = 0, 1, 2, . . we define 
xk+l = xk - WkJi(x”)T[J,(xA)J,(x”)‘]-‘F,(x”), (5) 
where w, E [6, 2 - 61 and 
(6) 
for all 1 = 1, . . . , m. 
LEMMA I 
Under the hypotheses and definitions above, if x’: E D. there exists y 1 0 such that 
IIJAx”)(xk - x*)11 L [e - (1 + BK)JJx” - x*IJ”iy]JIJ,(x*)(x~ - x*)/l (7) 
for all 1 = 1, . . . , m. 
Proof. By (2) and (6), if 1 5 1 5 m, 
IIJ;(x*M” - x*)11 + Kllxk - x*IIP+’ 2 IIJ,(x*)(x’ - x*)11 
+ IIF; - J,(x*)(x’ - x*)ll 2 llF,Wl 
2 8\lF,(xk)(( = O((F,(xk) - J,(x*)(x” - x*) 
+ J,(x*)(P - x*)11 2 fl(~~J,(x*)(x” - x*)11 - Kllx’ - x*\(P+‘). 
Thus, 
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llJ,(x*M” - x*)11 2 W,(~“)(~” - x*)1/ - ( 1 + OK)llx’ - x*p+ ‘. (8) 
Put 
j = Arg max {]]J,(x*)(x” - xx)]], I = 1, . . . , m) 
And define 
E(s) = max IIJ,(x*)sll. 
5 is a continuous function of s. Due to the nonsingularity of .I@*), e(s) > 0 if s # 0. Thus, 
y = min max ]]J,(x*)sll > 0. 
1(511= I I 
Therefore, 
II J,(x*W - x*)11 2 yllxA - x*11 
and so, by (8), 
IIJi(x*)(xk - x*)11 2 BIIJ,(x*)(x" - x*)11 
- (1 + eK)llx” - x*IlpIIJi(x*)(xk - x*)llly 
= [e - (I + eK)JJx” - x*l(“lyl(lJi(x*)(xA - x*)11 
and the desired result follows from the definition of j. 0 
Now put Ji = J,(x*), 0 < Cl I 1. For all w E [6, 2 - 61, y E w” we define the following 
point-to-set mapping 0: 
@(w, y) = {_ = [I - wJT(J,JT)-‘J,]?, where 
((J,y(( z 8(( J,y(( for all I = 1, . . . , m}. (9) 
We prove the following lemma: 
LEMMA 2 
There exists cx = a(t3) < 1 such that for all w E [6, 2 - 61, y E R”, llyll = 1 and y E 
@(MI, y), we have Il7ij 5 o. 
Proof. Let llyll = 1. By elementary and well known calculations we see that l]yll 5 1 and 
\lT\l = 1 only if J,? = 0. Moreover, by the definition of @ and the nonsingularity of J, we 
also have 
Il.S;ll < 1 for all 7 E @(IV, y). 
Suppose there exists a sequence (v”, w,), -7” E @(w,, y”) such that ]lJ”]l + 1. We consider 
convergent subsequences of (MV~) and (v”) and an infinite subsequence of indexes k where the 
same i is used for obtaining -7”. Taking the limit in this final subsequence, we obtain l/v]] = 1 
for _ E @(\I!. y). /Iv11 = 1, which is a contradiction. cl 
From now on. 
(y(e) = sup {II_11 such that T E @(VI>, Y). /I?‘l/ = 1, 6 5 MI 5 2 - 6). 
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THEOREM 
There exist E > 0 such that if /(x0 - X*/I < E then the method (5) is well-defined and 0’) 
converges to x*. Moreover, if x’ f .T* for all k = 0. 1, 2, , then 
Proof. Let E, > 0 be such that B(x*, E,) C D and for all I E B(s*. E,). det (J(s)) # 0. 
E, exists because det (J(X)) is a continuous function of its matrix elements and det (J(Y)) # 0. 
Then, for all x E B(x*, E,) the matrices J,(X), I = 1, . . , m. have linearly independent rows. 
We define 
Q/(X, w) = - W{.f,(xy[J,(X)J/(x)~]- - J,(x”)T[ _f,(x”)J,(x*)T]- ‘} 
J/(x*)(x - x*1 - wJ,(?r)r[J,(x)J,(x)r]-’ [F,(x) - J,(x*)(x - x*)1. 
Because of (2) and the continuity of ‘p, for x E B(x*, E,), we may write 
with 
lim Q(X) = 0 
I-P 
for all 1 = 1, . . , m, x E B(x*, e,). 
Let 9, E (0, 0). Let e2 < l , such that 
8 - (1 + eK)Eyy > 0,. (11) 
Let cq E (a@,), 1). 
Finally take E I E? such that (Q(x)( < a, - ~40,) for all x E B(x*, E). Then, 
‘$8,) + SUP {Q(X)lX E B(X*, E)} < (Y,. (12) 
xk+I _ y% = xk _ x* _ w,J,(xk)r[J,(xk)J,(.A)r]-‘F,(x”) 
= xk - x* - w,.f,(x”y[ J,(xk).f,(xA)‘]- ’ [ .f;(P)(_ti - x*)1 
- Wr;.f,(Xk)r[ J,(xk)Ji(xky- ’ [F,(2) - J,(x”)(Y - x*,1 
= 2 - x* - w,J,(x*)‘[J,(~rr”)J,(x*)T]-‘[J,(xk)(lr - P)] 
- Wk{J,(Xk)r[J;(XA)J,(XA)r]-' - J,(X*)[Ji(.r*)JjCX*)r]~‘} 
Ji(X*)(Xk - x*) - wkJi(xk)r[Ji(xk)J,(~)r]- ’ [F,(2) - .f,(xr*)(2 - f+)J 
= xk - x* - wkJ,(x*)T[J;(x*)J,(x*)r]-‘[J,(x*)(~ - ax”)] + ‘&(.u”, w,) 
= [f - W,.f,(X*)'[_f,(X*).f,(X*)']-'_f,(X*)](y - X*) + Q,(d, WA). 
By (7), (1 l), (9) and the definition of (w(0). 
JIxk+’ - X*11 5 (x(81)11x” - x*11 + IIQ,(X', %)I[ 
and therefore, by ( 10) and ( 12) 
((xk+’ - x*(( 5 cK,((xA - x”((. 
Then, the convergence of (x”) follows by an inductive argument. Moreover, as I’: converges 
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to x*, we can make (Y, arbitrary close to o(8), and then the second part of the thesis is also 
proved. 0 
3. NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION AND EXAMPLES 
The method described in this paper admits many “case-oriented” implementations. If the 
system is large and sparse, the sparsity pattern of the Jacobian matrix of a block may be exploited 
in order to obtain a sparse orthogonal factorization of that matrix, along the lines of [ 18). 
However, a general implementation of the method should also be useful for many problems. 
This implementation proceeds as follows: 
Step 0. F = (F,, . , . , F,,), F, = (f,,, . . . , f,,), x E R”, k = 0, E > 0. 
Step 1. Compute F,(x), i = 1, . . . , m. F, = max {/F,(x)\\~}. If F, < z, declare “con- 
vergence” and stop. Otherwise, let j be such that [IFi(x) = F,. 
Step 2. Compute Ji(x). Perform the orthogonalization of the rows of J,(x) using the Modified 
Gram-Schmidt method[ 191, and perform the same row operations on F,(x). If, according to 
some small tolerance TOL, J,(x) is not full-rank, stop (J(x) is singular). Otherwise, we have 
J,(x) + B 
F,(X) + c 
where the rows of B are orthonormal. Compute 
d = -B’c 
Step 3. Replace x by x + d, k by k + 1 and return to Step 1. 
We used this algorithm to solve the system given by 
fi(X) = i X, + tlXf - (n + 2) 
/=I 
for n = 10 and n = 20. We consider blocks with the same number of components n/m and 
we started with x0 = (1.5, . . . , 1.5). Convergence was accepted when IIF(x)llx 5 10-4. The 
experimerns were performed on a microcomputer HP - 85A, with a machine precision of 2-“. 
The results are presented in Table 1. In this table, k indicates the number of iterations required 
for convergence and t indicates the corresponding computer time in seconds. 
The time of an iteration is roughly proportional to n’/m’. On the other hand, the number 
of iterations decreases as m decreases, according to the theoretical rate of convergence. There- 
fore, the optimal choice of the size of the blocks should reflect a compromise between these 
two facts. Of course, the case m = 1 is the Newton’s method and the storage requirements 
diminish as m grows. 
Table 1. 
n m k f 
IO I 
2 
5 
10 
20 I 
f 
5 
IO 
20 
4 110 
16 145 
30 100 
52 120 
4 960 
18 1080 
25 500 
33 505 
56 504 
98 686 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper we presented a new method of the projection type for solving systems of 
nonlinear equations. The type of control which is used in this method is related to the “mo$t 
violated constraint control” of [3]. The introduction of the parameter 0 in (6) is useful to show 
that any norm, other than 11*/11, may be used in the definition of the method. We proved that 
the method converges at a linear local rate of convergence which depends on 0. 
In the proofs, differentiability (instead of convexity) assumptions are used. Nondifferen- 
tiable cases may be treated by subgradient techniques. However. nonconvex problems are at 
least as frequent as nondifferentiable problems in the applications. 
The main difference between our method and the methods considered in [7, 12. 131 is the 
blocking of the components of F. This approach may be useful under several points of view: 
First, we could observe, as in [20, 211, that in many cases the computational work used 
to evaluate one component is common to the evaluation of other functions of the system, and 
this fact leads to put those components under the same block. On the other hand. one should 
take into account that the storage requirements and the intrinsic computer time (overhead) of 
the algorithm grows with the size of the blocks. Therefore, the type of function which we are 
handling, memory limitations, and time considerations should be considered jointly in order to 
determine an optimum arrangement of the blocks. We feel that in most cases the cases m = I 
and m = n should not be the best. 
Second, partitioning a linear system by rows and handling in each iterative step a subset 
of equations proved to be useful in certain image reconstruction problems ([22-241). Probably. 
this situation should repeat when considering the nonlinear approximation ([25]) to that problem. 
Finally, the acceleration techniques developed by Wainwright[26-281 use in an essential 
way block versions of the Kaczmarz method and their adaptation to nonlinear systems represents 
a possible improvement for this kind of algorithm. 
Although row-action methods are particularly useful for solving large scale problems, we 
feel that careful implementations of block techniques are competitive with classical methods, 
even for small problems. A detailed report concerning this comparison is being prepared. 
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